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Part 1
– 6 questions –

Look and read. Choose the correct words and write them on the 
lines. There is one example.

a monkeyflowers

a jungle

a school

lakes

a market

a giraffe

grass
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Example
    

a school Children learn and have lessons here.  .............................

Questions

1 You see these in gardens, parks and
sometimes houses.  .............................

2 This animal is good at climbing and it can
hold things.  .............................

3 You can buy your food and clothes in this
place.  .............................

4 This place has a lot of trees and plants.  .............................

5 This animal is very tall and has a long neck.  .............................

6 This is green. You can walk or sit on it.  .............................
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Part 2
– 6 questions –

Look and read. Write yes or no.

Examples

 A dog is playing with a ball. yes.................................  

 All the baby’s clothes are yellow. no.................................
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Questions

1 Two dolphins are swimming and
one is jumping. .................................

2 The woman in the blue T-shirt has
longer hair than the woman in
the red T-shirt. .................................

3 The weather is wet and we can see
a rainbow. .................................

4 The boy who is wearing a hat is
eating a sandwich. .................................

5 A man is giving some fish to
two cats. .................................

6 A woman with grey hair is pointing
to an elephant. .................................
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Part 3
– 6 questions –

Read the text and choose the best answer.

Example

 Sally: Hello Jill, did you have a good weekend?

 Jill: A Yes, I have.
  B  Yes, thank you.
  C Yes, she is.

Questions

1 Sally: Did you ride your horse?

 Jill: A Yes, it did.
  B Yes, I did.
  C Yes, he did.
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2 Sally: How often do you go riding?

 Jill: A I go to the forest.
  B I go with my sister.
  C I go every evening.

3 Jill: Would you like to come and see my horse on Saturday?

 Sally: A Yes, I like it.
  B Yes, I’d like that.
  C Yes, it’s like a horse.

4 Sally: Where is your horse?

 Jill: A It’s in a field near the park.
  B It’s big and brown.
  C Its name is Cloud.

5 Sally: Have you got pets at home?

 Jill: A Yes, I have two mice.
  B Yes, they live at the zoo.
  C Yes, they’ve got three.

6 Sally: Oh! Here’s my bus! I’ve got to go now.

 Jill: A No, let’s go home!
  B Yes, that’s right!
  C OK, see you!
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Part 4
– 7 questions –

Read the story. Choose a word from the box. Write the correct 
word next to numbers 1–6. There is one example.

On the first day of John and Jim’s school holidays they cleaned their

bikes...........................  and then rode them to the village shop. They wanted 

to go to the (1)...........................  for the day and they needed some 

food to take with them.

The boys looked round the shop. They bought bread, cheese and

two ice creams. But then a young girl in the shop hurt her

(2)...........................  when she dropped a small bottle on it.

Jim said, ‘Don’t (3)........................... !’ and John said, ‘Here, have

my ice cream.’ Then a woman shouted, ‘Look! There’s a spider in that

(4)...........................  of mangoes!’ and she ran out. Some people

were (5)...........................  of the spider, but Jim caught it in his hands,

(6)...........................  it outside and put it on the ground. Then the 

man who worked in the shop said, ‘Thank you, boys!’ and he gave them 

both the biggest ice creams in the shop.
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(7) Now choose the best name for the story.

Tick one box.

 Two men go shopping 

 Two boys help some people 

 Two friends ride to the school 

 example

 bikes box river

 hungry foot carried

 smile cry afraid
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Part 5
– 10 questions –

Look at the pictures and read the story. Write some words to 
complete the sentences about the story. You can use 1, 2 or 3 
words.

The birthday pirate

Last weekend, Bill, Jane and their parents went to the sea for Bill’s birthday. 
It was sunny at the beach. The children played badminton with their father. 
Mum put a picnic on a red blanket. The family sat on the blanket and ate 
their lunch. They gave Bill a cake and they sang a birthday song. After 
their food, Mum and Dad slept.

Examples

 On the day that the family went to the beach, the weather was

 sunny................................. .

 Bill, Jane and their father.................................  played badminton.

Questions

1 When they ate their picnic at the beach, they sat on

 ................................. .

2 .................................  went to sleep after lunch.
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The children were not tired. They wanted to play in the sea. Jane jumped 
and ran in the water and Bill played with his toy boat. He thought, ‘I’d like 
to sail on a big boat.’
Then they saw a pirate! He had a green parrot on his shoulder.

3 Jane and Bill played in ................................. . 

4 .................................  had a toy boat.

5 Bill wanted to .................................  on a boat.

6 The pirate had a .................................  with him.
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The pirate said, ‘Hello! Would you like a ride in my boat?’ The children said, 
‘Yes, please!’
The pirate took them to an island. They climbed trees and played. The 
pirate gave them some coconuts, which they ate at the top of the trees. 
Then he said, ‘I must take you back to your parents.’ Bill said, ‘That was 
the best birthday! Thank you!’
When they went back to the beach, their parents were awake. They talked 
to the pirate and gave him a cup of tea.

7 Bill and Jane went in the boat with the pirate to

 ................................. .

8 They ate .................................  up the trees.

9 On the beach their mum and dad were .................................  .

10 The pirate had some .................................  with Mum and Dad.
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Part 6
– 5 questions –

Read the text. Choose the right words and write them on the lines.

Bananas

Bananas are.............................  a kind of fruit. A lot of people 

in the world eat bananas. We can buy bananas in shops. They 

are from banana trees .............................  hot countries.

These trees .............................  very big leaves and they 

need a lot of water. People take the bananas off the trees. Then 

they .............................  them and put them on planes and 

then the bananas go to other countries.

People often eat yellow bananas and .............................  

people eat green bananas .............................  they cook like 

fries.
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3
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Example is are am

1 on in at

2 have has had

3 washes washing wash

4 every some any

5 which what who
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